The ICS Approach to

CASE STUDY

Incident Response
& Forensics

CHALLENGE

A non-profit legal services
organization experienced a need
for forensics discovery to provide
evidentiary support for a class-action
lawsuit. The organization obtained a
subpoena for electronic evidence to
be obtained and consulted ICS for
forensics analysis services.

What kind of impact would a breach of information security have on
your organization? What would you do if it happened today?
ICS offers Incident Response and Forensic assistance from an enterprise
perspective following current industry best practices. Understanding that
preparation is often the best defense, ICS offers Preparedness Planning
Services to help prepare for a threat before a compromise occurs.
The ICS Incident Response program offers extensive services including
gap analysis, on-site response, policy development, plan implementation
and testing. In the event of an information security emergency the ICS
Emergency Response Team is available to aid your organization by identifying
the source of the compromise, preserving critical information, and preventing
the spread of contamination to other systems and networks. Furthermore,
ICS’ on-site emergency response efforts will not cease until the incident
has been eradicated and the systems and networks have been restored to
normal operation.
Incident Response Plan Development from ICS can help protect your
enterprise’s information infrastructure and significantly minimize the negative
impact a security breach can have on your organization.
Forensic Assistance from ICS includes analysis and consultation services
to discover, analyze and document information in both proactive and
reactive forensic situations. The ICS Emergency Response Team has the
knowledge-base and experience needed to achieve
successful electronic evidence and data collection,
protect evidentiary integrity, and provide factually
accurate supporting documentation. In addition,
ICS consultants can provide litigation support with
expert testimony in the event of court proceedings
or prosecution.
Let ICS’ Emergency Response Consultants act as
your primary response team.

RESULT

An ICS forensics specialist performed
on-site discovery, and within 30
minutes of arrival, obtained critical
data in support of the litigation. ICS
successfully identified evidence in
the accounting systems, internal
documents, spreadsheets and
email correspondence. Analysis
and reporting based on the
critical information obtained was
instrumental in the successful
outcome of the court proceedings.

APPLIED SERVICES

• Electronic Evidence Discovery
• Data Examination and Collection
• Preservation of Data and Evidence
• Analysis and Reporting of Data

For more information, scan the
QR code to the left to visit
www.ICSInc.com, or call
877.ICS.INC9 / 334.270.2892.
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Incident Response
& Forensics Services
Preparedness Planning
•
•
•
•
•

Review / Gap Analysis
Policy Development
Customized IR Planning
IR Team Training
IR Plan Testing

Incident Response

• On-Site Emergency
Response
• Investigative Services
• IR Plan Execution
• Data Recovery

Investigative Services
•
•
•
•
•

Identification/Confirmation
Containment & Eradication
Preservation
Analysis of Incident Data
Remediation & Reporting

Forensic Analysis

• Consultation Services
• Electronic Evidence
Discovery
• Data Examination &
Collection
• Litigation Support

about ICS, Inc.
Integrated Computer Solutions, Inc. (ICS) is a
Security-Focused, Business-Minded IT Solutions
Provider with years of experience providing
information assurance, technical support,
advisory assistance, and operational services.
ICS is unique in its market because we have an established track record
of providing enterprise technology and security services to clients in
the commercial field, public sector and education markets, as well as a
foundation in service with the United States Department of Defense.
ICS extends its experience and skill to work for you with employees that
bring a fresh perspective and new ideas to service our clients in all industry
verticals.
Providing an integrated approach to enterprise information and technical
security needs, ICS delivers consistently high levels of client satisfaction
and measurable results.
It is our vision to be the company that everyone:
• wants to do business with
• wants to work for
• wants to own

related solutions
ICS offers a dynamic portfolio of security-driven IT solutions for global
business and government. Taking a proactive approach to information
security will help your organization streamline productivity and increase
efficiencies. Learn more on www.ICSInc.com.
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